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• A Gaussian Process (GP) regression model to interpolate

the entire ground-motion at an unobserved location given

its surrounding observed motions in an event is

presented.

• The interpolation process is done by predicting the real

and imaginary parts of each frequency at the target

location given its coordinates and site condition.

• The GP regression model’s hyper-parameters are tuned

using a Cross-Validation technique for the 1906 San

Francisco simulated ground-motion dataset.

• The performance of the trained model is evaluated over

100 ground-level recording stations of the Community

Seismic Network which recorded the 2019 M7.1

Ridgecrest earthquake.

Conditioned Simulation of Ground-Motion

• Estimate the motion at an unobserved location given

neighboring observed locations

• The ground motion time-series having N datapoints, is

decomposed into real and imaginary parts
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• Each ℛℯ𝑘 and ℐ𝓂𝑘 are estimated using Gaussian Process

regression model.

• A Gaussian Process (GP), 𝑓 𝑥 ∈ R, is a function of the

independent variable(s), x, such that for any l finite number

of various x, the joint probability distribution,

𝑝(𝑓 𝑥1 , … , 𝑓 𝑥𝑙 ), is Gaussian.

• It is entirely defined by its mean, 𝑚 𝒙 , and covariance

function, 𝑘 𝒙, 𝒙′ .
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Considered as Gaussian random variables

Method
Gaussian Process Regression

• 𝑿 : Ensemble of observed locations matrix

(each row includes one station’s input vector)

x : Observed location’s input vector {x, y, z, log(𝑉𝑠)}

𝒙∗ : Unobserved location’s input vector

𝒇, 𝒇∗ : Function values at observed and unobserved locations,

respectively. In this case, either real or imaginary parts

at each frequency.

• The posterior distribution of the GP for the unobserved

locations is given by: [1]
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Model Training
• The covariance function should be determined to construct

the GP regression. In this study, the Matern function with

ν = 1.5 is chosen. (𝑑𝑖: ith component of the input vector,

𝜃𝑖: length-scale for the ith dimension, 𝜎𝑓: signal variance,

r: the distance between the input vectors of stations x and x′)
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• The length-scales,𝜃𝑖, are set such that the penalized log-likelihood

of the n observations is maximized [2]
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• The penalty function, 𝑝λ(𝜃), is a non-negative function and λ is

the regularization factor. In this study, the SCAD penalty function

is used [3].

• To tune the λ, a Cross-Validation (CV) procedure is implemented

for the 1906 San Francisco simulated ground-motion dataset [4].

To do so, the λ which results in the lowest Normalized Root Mean

Square Error (NRMSE) between predicted and exact motions’

PSA is chosen. Two regions were chosen for CV procedure to

tune the λ. In each region (below) the CV procedure is

implemented for the training set.

• Within each region, ground-motions were predicted at each test

location (cross sign) having all the training set (circular points)

observed using the tuned λ.
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1906 San Francisco Simulated Motions

For each region, 80% of data are considered the 

training set for the CV procedure, and the 

remaining 20% are the test set. 

Optimum λ is 0.7
for both EW and 
NS directions!
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Application to Ridgecrest
• The Community Seismic Network has about 400 recording

stations in Los Angeles at L.A. Unified School District

campuses[5]. About 250 ground-level recording stations

recorded the M7.1 2019 Ridgecrest earthquake. In the

following, 150 of them (circular points) are considered the

observed motions and the trained GP regression model is

employed to estimate ground motion at the remaining 100

stations (cross signs).

• The NRMSE (within the useable bandwidth) between each

exact (observed) and predicted motion’s RotD50 spectrum at

each test location is shown below.
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• The ground motion regression model illustrates an acceptable

performance for most of the test locations, while its

estimation for the stations located either on the edges of the

network or in the regions with fewer observations is less

accurate.

• The NRMSE of the estimation is lower for locations far away

from the epicentral region. By contrast, the error of the

prediction for locations close to the fault is higher (as was

shown for the simulated 1906 San Francisco earthquake).

• The uncertainty of the estimated ground motions needs to be

quantified, currently under development by the authors.
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